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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a novel similarity registration technique for volumetric shapes implicitly repre-
sented by characteristic functions (CFs). Here, the calculation of rotation parameters is considered as a
spherical cross-correlation problem and the solution is therefore found using the standard phase
correlation technique facilitated by principal components analysis (PCA). Thus, fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is employed to vastly improve efficiency and robustness. Geometric moments are then used for
shape scale estimation which is independent from rotation and translation parameters. It is numerically
demonstrated that our registration method is able to handle shapes with various topologies and robust
to noise and initial poses. Further validation of our method is performed by registering a lung database.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Shape registration is a fundamental technique in computer
vision. It benefits a variety of research fields, such as statistical
shape study, shape-based image segmentation, 3-D modeling of
real world objects, which give rise to all kinds of registration
techniques. Therefore, before a certain registration technique is
developed, several aspects need to be taken into account:

Shape representations: The raw data acquired at hand may well
differ in various research fields, and they are intended to be well
suited for application purposes. For example, in real world object
modeling, popular representations include range data [13,8,14]
and point sets [5,3], while in shape-based image segmentation
[25,26], parametric surfaces and signed distance functions (SDFs,
[16]) are frequently used for curve/surface evolutions. In medical
imaging, shapes are often represented by characteristic functions
(CFs) which serve as mask to emphasize regions of interest.

Expected results of registration: In 3-D object modeling, a
sequence of partial views represented by range data are to be
registered for acquisition of a full 3-D object. This process involves

matching of common regions of surfaces. In shape-based image
segmentation and statistical shape modeling, registration finds a
suitable match of two entire shapes.

Degrees of precision: In fact, registration precision is closely
associated with given degrees of freedom. Rigid transformation
[3,8,2] involves rotation and translation and similarity registration
further includes scale, while non-rigid transformation allows local
deformation to achieve a greater matching. One can choose proper
degrees of freedom according to the registration problem at hand.
For example, entire shape or surface may be sufficiently matched
by rigid transformation, however, more sophisticated modeling
such as facial expression modeling or heart ventricle motion
tracking involves non-rigid transformation [11].

Similarity/dissimilarity measure of registration: Most frequently
used measure is a sum of squared distance/difference (SSD) between
either explicit corresponding points or functions that used to
represent shapes without explicit correspondence. Novel measures
used in recent years include information theoretic measure between
probability distribution functions estimated from point sets or
signed distance functions [5,11,29] and kernel correlation of point
sets entropy [28]. There are all kinds of measures to choose from,
however, the measure should be well suited for the representations
of shapes to achieve a satisfying result for registration.

The method proposed here is intended to be applied to two
areas of research: statistical shape study of volumetric shapes and
shape-based volumetric image segmentation. Considering the four
aspects given above, the method could be described as follows.
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It concerns shapes represented by CFs. Anatomical structures
acquired from medical images are mostly volumetric and char-
acteristic functions that denote the regions of interest in a
straightforward way. Also, in shape-based image segmentation,
regions inside the reference shapes and the target areas of images
are to be maximized, where CFs are a representation with
simplicity.

It registers two entire shapes. In statistical modeling of volu-
metric shapes, one entire shape in volumetric image could be
obtained through manual or computer-aided segmentation, which
does not involve matching partial views (range data) together. The
same goes with shape-based image segmentation, the target areas
are intact shapes and they are to be registered with model shapes
at hand.

It handles similarity registration that involves isometric scale,
rotation and translation. Similarity registration is a precursor to
statistical modeling of volumetric shapes. Furthermore, in the
shape-based image segmentation, the first step to bring reference
shape to segmentation process is similarity registration before any
local deformation.

It uses region-based similarity measures between shapes.
Region-based similarity measures between CFs denote the volume
of homogeneous region of shapes. In statistical modeling of
volumetric shapes, we focus more on the region features rather
than the boundaries. With regard to the volumetric image seg-
mentation, although it is ideal to achieve both region and
boundary accuracy, the final results one would expect first are
accurate regions. It should be pointed out that the registration is
performed using all voxels inside shapes to be registered.

Let us now proceed to review several previous works that
concern this topic.

1.2. Previous works

The method frequently used similarity registration is gradient
descent optimization of shapes represented by SDFs. The shape-
based segmentation method proposed in [6] involves rigid regis-
tration in 2-D using a variational framework. It handles registra-
tion by optimizing a proposed functional that iteratively registers
the evolving contours to rigid shapes represented by level-set
functions. Similar works are done in [27,4], who applied rigid/
affine registration to statistical modeling of shapes and image
segmentation process. Also, in [17], similarity registration is used
as a pre-alignment technique for non-rigid registration. These
works commonly choose SSD as the measure for similarity
between shapes, which also suffer from local minima problem.
Alternatively, it is proposed in [11] to maximize mutual informa-
tion between SDFs of shapes and the method performs well in
finding a global maximum.

The methods proposed in [1,15] have a close relationship with
the works done in this paper. The calculations of rotation and
translation parameters are related to standard correlation pro-
blems and scale parameter is computed using geometric metric
moments of shapes. Experiments show that they have good
robustness against occlusions, noise and topological differences.
However, these methods are based on 2D and shapes are repre-
sented by SDFs, while the method proposed in this paper employs
CFs as shape representation and designed for volumetric shapes.

Another method that concerns this topic is the iterative closed
point (ICP) method introduced in [2] that solves general rigid
registration problem (concerning rotation and translation). This
method, at each iteration, finds the closest points on the surface of
target shape to that of the reference shape and optimizes rotation
and translation. Results indicate that it is suitable for a variety of
representations of shapes including point sets, parametric surfaces
and implicit surfaces represented by level-set functions. The ICP

method performs well in local optimization, however, when the
poses of shapes to be registered have large differences, it may fall
into local minima. Another disadvantage is that it is claimed to be
slow. Accelerated ICP methods were later proposed in [21,9,23].

In recent years, the Laplace–Beltrami spectra employed as
shape descriptors in [20,19,18,22] could be used to perform
analyses of shapes regardless of their poses and scale. Our method
has some similarities with these works. In the calculations of
rotation and scale parameters, shapes are transformed into other
representations. However, these works aim at evaluating similarity
between shapes without registration for shape retrieval from
database and quality assessment of data that represent surfaces
and volumes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
some mathematical preliminaries and statement of the problem
concerning shape registration. Section 3 describes the theory
behind the registration technique proposed here as well as some
implementation remarks. Experimental results are presented in
Section 4. Finally we conclude the paper and give future directions
of the method in Section 5.

2. Mathematical preliminaries

2.1. Unit quaternions as representation of rotations

Unit quaternions are used as a mathematical representation
of rotation of volumetric rigid shapes. A unit quaternion is a

four vector q!AS3, where S3 ¼ fhAR4 : JhJ ¼ 1g (J � J is the
Euclidean norm). S3 represents a unit sphere in 4-D Euclidean
space, frequently referred to as unit 3-sphere. A volumetric rigid
body could be considered as a set of 3-D vectors, and rotation of a
vector set about a fixed axis is a linear transform and performed by
a 3�3 matrix, denoted by R with detðRÞ ¼ 1. It is explained well in

[7] that one unit quaternion q! generates one rotation matrix R
through the equation given in the footnote.1 Next, we give a brief
review of quaternion representation of rotation.

A unit quaternion in representation of rotation consists of a

scalar part and a vector part, namely q!¼ ðη; v!Þ. It has a counter-

part known as the ‘conjugate’, denoted by q!n ¼ ðη; � v!Þ. Multi-
plication of quaternions follows the formula below:

q!1 q
!

2 ¼ ðη1η2� v!1 � v!2;η1 v
!

2þη2 v
!

1þ v!1 � v!2Þ ð1Þ

where ‘�’ is the inner product of vectors and ‘� ’ their cross
product. However, this multiplication is non-commutative. Multi-
plication of a set of unit quaternions in a particular order, namely

q!¼ q!1 q
!

2⋯ q!N , could produce one unique rotation and the
corresponding inverse rotation could be produced by

q!n ¼ q!n

N⋯ q!n

2 q
!n

1 (see Fig. 1 for an example).

More intuitively, a unit quaternion consists of an axis a!AS2,
where S2 ¼ fx̂AR3 : J x̂ J ¼ 1g, and an angle ΔθAR, making

q!ð a!;ΔθÞ ¼ ð cos ðΔθ=2Þ; a!T
sin ðΔθ=2ÞÞ. Vector a! and angle Δθ

are considered as the axis and angle of rotation, following the right
handle rule.

1 Assuming that q!¼ ðq0 ; q1 ; q2 ; q3Þ,

Rð q!Þ¼
q20þq21�q22�q23 2ðq1q2�q0q3Þ 2ðq1q3þq0q2Þ
2ðq1q2þq0q3Þ q20þq22�q21�q23 2ðq2q3�q0q1Þ
2ðq1q3�q0q2Þ 2ðq2q3þq0q1Þ q20þq23�q21�q22

0
B@

1
CA
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2.2. Implicit representation of volumetric shapes

Let Ω�R3 be bounded and represent the image domain, and
X rðxÞ : Ω-R and X tðxÞ : Ω-R denote the characteristic functions
(CFs) of reference shapes and target shapes. These functions are
defined as

X ðxÞ ¼
1; xAΩþ ;

0; xAΩ� ;

(
ð2Þ

where Ωþ and Ω� respectively represent domains inside and
outside shapes. The surfaces of shapes are implicit and of less
importance in this work.

This is a convenient representation especially in medical
imaging, which mostly requires masks that emphasize region of
interest (ROI). Furthermore, it is non-parametric and naturally
handle shape topologies, which could be associated with signed
distance functions (SDFs) that facilitate deformation and statistical
study of shapes. In later experiments, we show that it is, further-
more, a statistically robust representation that is insensitive to
outliers.

3. Method

3.1. An initial transformation

It is frequently assumed that in the similarity registration of
two shapes, the reference shape is scaled, rotated and translated to
match the target shape. To facilitate calculations of registration
parameters, principal component analysis (PCA) is used here to do
a coarse match of shapes.

Let cAR3 denote the centroid of X in the initial Cartesian
coordinate system. c is calculated by

c¼
R
ΩxX ðxÞ dxR
ΩX ðxÞ dx ð3Þ

Then 3�3 symmetric covariance matrix Σ could therefore be
obtained from

Σ ¼
R
Ωðx�cÞðx�cÞTX ðxÞ dxR

ΩX ðxÞ dx ð4Þ

Σr and Σt respectively for reference and target shapes could be
computed using the above equation. We then calculate the
respective three eigenvectors of Σr and Σt , denoted by

Pr ¼ ð p!r1 ; p
!

r2 ; p
!

r3 Þ and Pt ¼ ð p!t1 ; p
!

t2 ; p
!

t3 Þ. The eigenvectors
are ordered according to their eigenvalues, i.e. the first eigenvector
corresponds to the largest eigenvalue (see Fig. 2). These three
eigenvectors are referred to in this paper as the first, second and
third principal axes. X rðxÞ is then translated and rotated so that Pr

is coincided with Pt , and Pt is used as the axes of the new

Cartesian coordinates. This rotation is generated by q!p, which is
calculated by three steps:

Step 1: Calculating q!p1 that coincides the first principal axis,

Δθp1 ¼ cos �1ð p!r1 � p
!

t1 Þ;
a!p1 ¼ ð p!r1 � p!t1 Þ= sin ðΔθp1 Þ;
q!p1 ¼ ð cos ðΔθp1=2Þ; a!T

p1
sin ðΔθp1=2ÞÞ;

Step 2: Calculating q!p2 that coincides the second principal axis,

Δθp2 ¼ cos �1ðRð q!p1 Þ p
!

r2 � p
!

t2 Þ;
a!p2 ¼ ðRð q!p1

Þ p!r2 � p!t2 Þ= sin ðΔθp2 Þ;

q!p2 ¼ ð cos ðΔθp2=2Þ; a!T
p2
sin ðΔθp2=2ÞÞ;

Step 3: Calculating q!p by quaternion multiplication of q!p1 and
q!p1 ,

q!p ¼ q!p1 q
!

p2 ;

In certain cases the third principal axes may be inverse to each
other after the coinciding, however, this would not affect the final
result, because the third principal axes are statistically of less
significance. X rðxÞ and X tðxÞ are thus brought into the new
coordinate system i.e.:

�X rðxÞ ¼X rðRð q!pÞðxþcrÞÞ; ð5Þ

�X tðxÞ ¼X tðxþctÞ; ð6Þ
where cr and ct are the respective centroids of CFs. Fig. 2 presents
a general process of coinciding shapes' principal axes.

3.2. Scaling

Geometric moments of CFs are employed here to calculate scale
difference of shapes. Let sA ð0; þ1Þ denote the scale parameter.
We start with considering a simple case that the target shape is
the scaled version of the reference shape, therefore, their CFs are
related to each other with respect to s by the following equation:

�X tðxÞ ¼ �X rðsxÞ ð7Þ

The geometric moments of �X rðxÞ and �X tðxÞ are given as

GrðmÞ ¼
Z
Ω
‖x‖m �X rðxÞ dx; ð8Þ

GtðmÞ ¼
Z
Ω
‖x‖m �X tðxÞ dx; ð9Þ

where m¼ 0;1;2;…;M is the degree of the moments and J � J is
the Euclidean norm. Substituting Eqs. (7)–(9), assuming �x ¼ sx, we
have

Fig. 1. u!1 rotates to coincide u!3 according to q!1, and the reverse rotation is
generated by q!n

1. An alternative path is u!1- u!2- u!3, produced by q!2 q
!

3 and
the path back is according to q!n

3 q
!n

2.

Fig. 2. The process of coinciding principal axes of shapes to be registered. The first,
second and third principal axes of shapes are marked by vectors.
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GtðmÞ ¼
Z
Ω
‖x‖m �X rðsxÞ dx¼

Z
Ω

‖ �x‖m

sm
�X rð �xÞ d �x

s3

¼ 1
smþ3

Z
Ω
‖ �x‖m �X rð �xÞ d �x ¼ 1

smþ3 GrðmÞ ð10Þ

The logarithms of both sides hold the equality

ln GtðmÞ ¼ ln
1

smþ3 GrðmÞ ð11Þ

However, shapes to be registered have differences in practice,
therefore we minimize the squared difference of both sides. Let EM
be the sum of the scale error with degree m given by

EM ¼ ∑
M

m ¼ 0
ln GtðmÞ� ln

1
smþ3 GrðmÞ

����
����
2

¼ ∑
M

m ¼ 0
ðmþ3Þln sþ ln

GtðmÞ
GrðmÞ

����
����
2

ð12Þ
Finally, the optimal scale parameter sop is estimated by minimizing
EM:

sop ¼ argmin
s

EM ð13Þ

3.3. Rotation

An optimal rotation could be represented by a unit quaternion

q!op which consists of a unit vector a!op and an angle Δθop

(explained in Section 2.1). To find a!op and Δθop, �X rðxÞ and �X tðxÞ
are mapped to a spherical coordinate system for convenience. Let
ΩS2 �R� S2 denote a spherical domain inside image domain Ω,

and ΩS2 is bounded with radius R. Then �X rðxÞ and �X tðxÞ are

respectively represented by �X rðrÞ : ΩS2-R and �X tðrÞ : ΩS2-R,

where r¼ ðr; x̂ðθ;φÞÞT (x̂ ¼ ð cos ðθÞ sin ðφÞ; sin ðθÞ sin ðφÞ;
cos ðφÞÞT). Moreover, rA ½0;R�, θA ½0;2πÞ, and φA ½0;π�.

Radial variable r contains scale difference between the shapes to
be registered, therefore to remove its impact on calculating rota-
tion angle of the two CFs, we integrate the CFs over variable r, i.e.:

~X rðx̂ðθ;φÞÞ ¼
Z R

0

�X rðrÞr2 dr; ð14Þ

~X tðx̂ðθ;φÞÞ ¼
Z R

0

�X tðrÞr2 dr: ð15Þ

This indeed could be intuitively considered as projecting the
CFs of shapes onto a parametric unit sphere centered by their

centroids, referred to in this paper as S2 maps (see Fig. 3). It should
be noted that S2 maps are not Gaussian maps which are generated
according to the surface of shapes, while S2 maps are calculated
using volumes of shapes. The problem is generalized to maximize
the inner product of the two S2 maps:

q!op ¼ argmax
q!

Z
S2

~X tðx̂Þ ~X rðRð q!Þx̂Þ dx̂

¼ argmax
q!

〈 ~X tðx̂Þ; ~X rðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉 ð16Þ

q!op calculated from this term is not affected by the scale of shapes
according to the following lemma.

Lemma. The optimal rotation parameter q!op calculated using
Eq. (16) is scale invariant.

The proof of this lemma is presented in the appendix.
In fact, Eq. (16) is a spherical cross correlation problem

described in [10,12] as finding q!opASOð3Þ2 that maximizes

〈 ~X tðx̂Þ; ~X rðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉. The solution to this problem is given in these
works using fast Fourier transform (FFT) in SOð3Þ. However, the
solution proposed in this paper is based on phase correlation.

The unit sphere is mapped onto a bounded plane with

coordinates �θ and �φ, referred to in this paper as an R2

a! map.

The reason for using ‘ a!’ as a subscript is that an R2

a! map is

generated according to a chosen rotation axis a!. Different choices

of rotation axis a! generate different R2

a! maps. In our case, three

maps are generated according to the three principal axes p!t1 , p
!

t2

and p!t3 (see Fig. 3).

Thus, ~X rðRð q!ð a!;ΔθÞÞx̂ðθ;φÞÞffi ~X rð �θ�Δθ; �φÞÞ, namely, the

rotations of an S2 map around an axis a! could be represented

by simple shifts of the corresponding R2

a! map along its �θ�axis.

Assume that the 1-D Fourier transform of ~X rð �θ ; �φÞ and ~X tð �θ ; �φÞ
with respect to �θ is respectively ~Y rðω �θ ; �φÞ and ~Y tðω �θ ; �φÞ. The

optimal rotation angle by rotating around a fixed common axis a!0

Fig. 3. An example of the rotation adjustments. The top row from left to right is the S2 map, R2

a! maps obtained according to p!r1 , p
!

r2 , p
!

r3 of the reference ‘4’. The bottom

row from left to right is S2 map and R2

a! maps of the target ‘4’ ordered in the same way. From each R2

a! map one quaternion for rotation adjustment is calculated and there

are in total three quaternions, namely q!t1 , q!t2 , and q!t3 .

2 SOð3Þ ¼ f q!AR4 : J q!J ¼ 1g is a group of unit quaternions.
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could be obtained by

Δθopð a!0Þ

¼ argmax
Δθ

Z π

0

Z þ1

�1
~Y tðω �θ ; �φÞ ~Y rðω �θ ; �φÞeiω �θΔθ sin ð �φÞ dω �θ d �φ

ð17Þ

Thus, fine rotational angles are adjusted sequentially around all
three principal axes using Eq. (17). The order of adjustments is

from the first principal axis to the third (see Fig. 4). Finally q!op

could be obtained by

q!op ¼ q!p q
!

t1 q
!

t2 q
!

t3 ; ð18Þ

where q!p is the quaternion that coincides principal axes of shapes

(see Section 3.1) and q!t1 , q!t2 , q!t3 are respectively the quater-

nions calculated using Eq. (17) for the three principal axes p!t1 ,

p!t2 and p!t3 .

It should be pointed out that in implementation, one R2

a! map

is directly calculated from CFs of shapes, and the other two
maps are then computed from the first map. One can simply
transform CFs of shapes into a spherical coordinate system with

axes ‘r� �θ� �φ’ and calculate sum of all voxels along the r-axis. The
coordinate of each point on an R2

a! map can be represented by a

unit three vector and these vectors could be used to calculate
where the value of the current point should be assigned when
‘rotating’ the R2

a! map. The notion of S2 map serves only as an

intuition to explain the theory, however, it is not used in
implementation.

The accuracy of rotation adjustments is determined by the
number of sample points (resolution) of an R2

a! map. Bandwidth B

is used here to denote the sample density and π=B and π=2B

respectively represent the sample intervals of �θ and �φ. Therefore,

there are in total 4B2 points on an R2

a! map. This convention could

be found in [12]. More discussions about bandwidth B are
presented in Section 4.

3.4. Translation

Using the calculated scale and rotation parameters, sop and q!op,

we obtain �X rðxÞ ¼X rðsopRð q!opÞxÞ. The problem is now to max-
imize the inner product of the CFs that represent the two shapes:

T
!

op ¼ argmax

T
!

Z
Ω
X tðxÞ �X rðx� T

!Þ dx

¼ argmax

T
!

〈X tðxÞ; �X rðx� T
!Þ〉 ð19Þ

where T
!

AR3 denotes the translation parameter. Assuming that
�Y rðωÞ and YtðωÞ are respectively the 3-D spatial Fourier transform

of �X rðxÞ and X tðxÞ, the optimal translation parameter T
!

op could be
computed using

T
!

op ¼ argmax

T
!

Z
R3
YtðωÞ �Y rðωÞeiω� T

!
dω; ð20Þ

whereωAR3 is the spatial frequency vector. The normalized inner
products of shapes to be registered under different values of
translation parameters are demonstrated in Fig. 5. Two typical
directions of translation in [�128,128] are selected and two local
maximum adjacent to the global peak could be observed in Fig. 5,
right. It is important to note that the method proposed here is not
affected by these local maxima. Further experiments addressing
this issue could be found in Section 4. Although the calculations of
rotation and scale are independent, translation optimization relies

on how well the rotation and scale are estimated, namely T
!

op

varies with sop and q!op.

3.5. Similarity measures for evaluation of registration

After the shapes are registered using the method proposed
here, some similarity/dissimilarity measures are supposed to be
chosen for the evaluation of registration results. Several measures
regarding region similarity in [24] are adopted here to achieve this

Fig. 4. The process of fine rotational adjustments. It is sequentially done in a
‘ p!t1- p!t2- p!t3 ’ manner.

Fig. 5. Left: the open ‘4’ is fixed while the closed ‘4’ translates in two directions from �128 to 128. Right: the normalized inner products of shapes ER (defined in Section 3.5)
under different values of translation.
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task. Namely, normalized inner product, accuracy, overlap, sensi-
tivity and specificity.

1. The normalized inner product of CFs of shapes denoted by ER:

ER ¼
Z
Ω

X tðxÞX rðsopRð q!opÞx� T
!

opÞ
‖X tðxÞ‖2‖X rðsopRð q!opÞx� T

!
opÞ‖2

dx ð21Þ

where J � J2 is the L2�norm of CFs.3

The normalized inner product between shapes represented by
CFs measures the volume of homogeneous region inside shapes.
This measure is equivalent to the similarity angle presented in [24]
and is suitable to measure similarity not only between two shapes,
but also among a group of shapes. One of the issues in statistical
shape modeling is to decide which sample shape is to be used as a
standard. Normalized inner product is used to compare the
registration results when different shapes are chosen as the
standard (examples are given in Section 4.4.2).

2. Let us denote accuracy, overlap, sensitivity and specificity,
respectively by EA, EO, ES, ESP:

EA ¼
V1þV2

V
ð22Þ

EO ¼ V1

V1þV3þV4
ð23Þ

ES ¼
V1

V1þV3
ð24Þ

ESP ¼
V2

V2þV4
ð25Þ

where V stands for the volume of the image domain, V1 the
volume of common region of both shapes, V2 the volume outside
both regions of shapes, V3 the volume of region inside X t but
outside X r , and V4 the volume of the region inside X r but outside
X t . Two of the four measures, namely EO and ES, would be used in
the experiments due to the fact that EA and ESP are too close to 1
(between 0.995 and 1). A primary comparison of the similarity
measures can be found in Fig. 6.

In shape-based image segmentation, especially ROI extraction,
region accuracy is of greater significance than boundary accuracy.
Therefore, similarity registration used in the segmentation process
should maximize the homogeneous region between the reference

shape and internal area of evolving surfaces. In previous methods,
such as ICP, the sum of squared difference or distance (SSD)
between explicit corresponding points on shapes' surfaces is used
as the measure, which is dependent on the accuracy of locating
corresponding points and can be largely affected by noise and
initial poses.

4. Experimental results

In this section, a series of experiments is presented here to
show the performance of the proposed technique. Initially, syn-
thetic shapes with various topologies are registered as a primary
test stage to show the method proposed here is able to deal with
relatively difficult shapes. A comparison is then presented
between our method and the classical ICP method to show that
our method barely suffers from traditional local minima problem.
Next, several performance analyses are given here to show
accuracy, efficiency, stability and robustness of our method. In
addition, the performance analyses mainly concern scale and
rotation parameters, which are the major part of the method
proposed here. Lastly, we give two examples for the applications of
the method: registration in shape-based image segmentation and
in statistical modeling of shapes. Shapes of lungs involved in this
stage are mask images.

The method proposed here is implemented in MATLAB 2012b
on a PC station with a 2.67 GHz Xeon processor and 12 GB RAM.
Reference shapes are in cyan (light color), target shapes in
magenta (deep color) and for visualization purposes, only the
surface of the shapes are shown here.

4.1. Registration of topologically different shapes

Some primary experiments are presented here to show the
method proposed here works with shapes with complex topolo-
gies. Fig. 7 demonstrates the registration of topologically different
‘4's extended from the 2-D image. By the feature points corre-
sponding method, the number of feature points involved may well
be different, due to their difference in Euler characteristic num-
bers. Such a difference in the number of feature points makes the
additional handling of the topology more difficult, while such a
difference has no impact on the technique proposed here.

A more complex case of registering two shapes with various
topologies is presented in Fig. 8. The reference shape is two linked
symmetric rings whereas the target shape consists of two

Fig. 6. The plots of similarity measures while the reference ‘4’ (similar to Fig. 5) translates from �80 to 80 along one direction. Left: accuracy, overlap, sensitivity, specificity
and the normalized inner product. Right: only accuracy and specificity (their appearances are similar to the other three, however, they are impractical to be used in
combination with the other three.)

3 ‖X‖2 ¼ ðRΩjX j2 dxÞ1=2.
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unsymmetric horseshoes with some manually added clutters.
However, such a topological variation and the clutters have no
impact on the technique proposed here.

Some data concerning registration are provided in Table 1,
including Image size, approximate scopes of shapes, maximum
degree of moments M, bandwidth B (this parameter is explained in
the last paragraph of Section 3.3), the execution time t of our
algorithm and registration parameters.

4.2. A comparison with the state-of-art methods

The classical ICP method is implemented here to compare with
the technique proposed here. The ICP method is able to handle the
registration of shapes in a variety of representations and in the
case of CFs, only the boundary voxels are considered in the
calculations. Also, shapes represented by CFs could be viewed as
a particular type of image (mask image), therefore the similarity
image registration algorithm available in MATLAB is used here to
do the comparison. The size of the target ‘4’ is reduced here for
comparison of the purposes and the reference ‘4’ is rescaled using
calculated sop. One major purpose of this comparison is to address
the local minima issue that affects most registration methods.

Three typical initial poses of the reference ‘4’ shown on the top
row of Fig. 9 are used here to register the two shapes.

The left column of Fig. 9 demonstrates that the ICP method falls
into a local minimum using the first initial pose. The second initial
pose is the result of coinciding the principal axes, which is
suggested in [2]. However, the ICP method falls into the
same local minimum. Finally, we manually adjust the pose of the

Fig. 7. The registration of topologically different ‘4's. (a) The reference shape (a closed ‘4’) and the target shape (an open ‘4’). (b) The result obtained by the technique
proposed here. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The registration of a regular and an irregular shape with different topologies. (a) The reference shape (two linked rings) and the target shape (two linked horseshoes).
(b) The result of registration.

Table 1
Some data concerning registrations performed in this section.

Registration data ‘4's Linked rings and horseshoes

Image size 256�256�256 256�256�256
Reference shape size 80�80�10 120�120�170
Target shape size 150�150�20 60�60�90
M 5 5
B 128 128
t (s) 3.55 5.43
sop 1.85 0.47

q!op
(�0.66,
0.38,�0.65,�0.03)

(0.52, 0.70, �0.02, 0.50)

T
!

op ð89;102; �93ÞT ð104;96; �96ÞT
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reference ‘4’, which is shown on the right column of Fig. 9, and the
ICP method gives a satisfying result. This also indicates that the ICP
method does well in registering shapes of various topologies with
appropriate initial poses.

With regard to execution time, the ICP method takes 16.01 s
(50 iterations) from the pose on the top left in Fig. 9, 11.79 s (31
iterations) for the top middle in Fig. 9 and 11.31 s (29 iterations)
for the top right in Fig. 9. In fact, the volumetric implementation of

Fig. 9. From left to right on the top row are three initial poses chosen here to do the comparison. The corresponding registration results using the ICP method are shown on
the bottom row. Particularly, the initial pose shown in the middle on the top row is the result of coinciding the principal axes of shapes.

Fig. 10. From left to right are the results of the MATLAB registration method under the three initial conditions showed in Fig. 9.
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the ICP method is generally efficient, because there is no need for
calculation of the corresponding closest points during each itera-
tion once the preprocessing (calculating Euclidean distance map,
which takes on average 4.8 s) is done. Average 0.225 s for each
iteration is mostly spent on extracting boundary voxels and
rotation. In contrast, our algorithm takes 1.33 s (B¼128) to
calculate rotation parameter given arbitrary initial pose.

Fig. 10 presents the results of registration using the MATLAB
registration algorithm corresponding to the three initial poses in
Fig. 9. Fig. 10, left and right, indicates that the method falls into
local minima while Fig. 10, middle, gives a correct result of the
registration. However, the execution time needed from left to right
is respectively 83.11 s, 109.81 s and 103.90 s. Admittedly, the image
registration method is not specifically designed for shape registra-
tion and fails under certain conditions.

The registration results for all three initial poses using our
method are shown in Fig. 11. Only one picture is given here
because the results achieved by our method are the same for all
three initial poses. In addition, the ICP method handles translation
by simply coinciding the centroids of shapes to be registered,
which may not be optimal.

In addition, the intermediate result after coinciding the princi-
pal axes given on the top middle image in Fig. 9 suggests that PCA
provides only a coarse match of the two shapes and further fine
adjustments are necessary.

4.3. Performance analyses

Two aspects of the technique are given to analyze its perfor-
mance: one is accuracy and efficiency, and the other is stability.
The reference shape and the target shape chosen for the analyses
in this section are the same in Section 4.2, namely, two volumetric
‘4's. The major parts of the method proposed here are the
calculations of scale and rotation parameters, therefore, extensive
analyses are performed for these two parameters.Fig. 11. The registration result of our method using the three initial poses in Fig. 9.

Fig. 13. Normalized inner product between shapes after registration (left) and execution time using different bandwidth B (right).

Fig. 12. Normalized inner product between shapes (left) and time needed for estimating sop (right) using different values of M.
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4.3.1. Accuracy vs. efficiency
Different values of M and B are chosen to demonstrate their

impacts upon accuracy and efficiency of the proposed technique.
Fig. 12 presents the relationship among similarity measures,

execution time and M. In the computation of the similarity
measures, a fixed large bandwidth (B¼256) is used and the

corresponding T
!

op is recalculated when M is changed.
As observed from Fig. 12, the increase of M does not significantly
change the value of those similarity measures and only prolongs
the time needed for scale estimation. Therefore, lower degrees of
geometric moments are sufficient to estimate s.

Fig. 13 demonstrates the relationship among the similarity
measures, execution time and bandwidth B. Trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency with respect to bandwidth could be
observed from the plot on the left in Fig. 13. The inner product
increases as bandwidth becomes larger, while more time is needed

for numerical computations. Again, M is fixed and T
!

op is recalcu-
lated for the computation of similarity measures.

4.3.2. Stability and robustness against noise
In this section, the stability of the proposed algorithm is to be

shown with respect to scale calculations. Furthermore, we present
a noise test to prove the robustness against initial poses and noise.

The similarities between CFs of shapes are given in Fig. 14 when
the reference shape is rescaled by using s ranging from 0.60 to
1.20. sop calculated using the proposed technique is located in the
peak area of the curves of the similarity measures. This suggests
that minimizing the scale similarity measure in Eq. (12) based on
the geometric moments of CFs, is numerically equivalent to
maximizing the similarity measures with respect to s. However,
as shown in Fig. 14 (left), there are fluctuations around the peak
area of the curves. This is in fact caused by numerical errors. One

reason is that for each manually chosen s, optimal values for q!

and T
!

are recalculated. Another reason is that the rescaling of the
reference shape is implemented by a simple nearest-neighbor
interpolation algorithm. Boundary accuracy of shapes is therefore
not ensured.

Fig. 15 shows the stability of the algorithm while the target
shape is placed in a variety of poses. Every time the target ‘4’ is in a
new pose, the algorithm is used to register the reference ‘4’ to the
target. The group of quaternions that pose the target ‘4’ is acquired
by extracting the surface coordinates of a 4-D ball with the radius
of 8 in a 4-D array (744 poses in total), and thus the poses are
equally distributed in SOð3Þ. As demonstrated in Fig. 15, the
reference ‘4’ follows well while the target is in various poses.

However, little local fluctuations could be observed. These are
mainly caused by the fact that while volumetric shape rotates, the
number of voxels contained in the shape varies a little due to
interpolation.

The result of the noise analysis is presented in Fig. 16. Using the
same initial poses for shapes to be registered, the reference shape

Fig. 14. Left: the inner product between shapes when s ranges from 0.60 to 1.20. sop calculated when M¼5 is 0.93. Right: sop locates on the minimum of EM, which indicates
sop that minimizes EM also minimizes the inner product.

Fig. 15. Target shape with 744 poses (equally distributed in SOð3Þ) chosen to test
the algorithm and the results presented by three similarity measures.

Fig. 16. The results of registration presented by the error plot of the three similarity
measures while the target ‘4’ is affected by increasing level of binary noise (‘salt
and pepper’ noise).
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is to be registered to the target shape contaminated by binary noise
(‘salt and pepper’ noise). The noise is generated inside the target
shape 10 times at each level which ranges from 10% to 90%. For each
level, the mean and variance of similarity measures are computed
and these results are presented in Fig. 16. As observed from Fig. 16,
the means of similarity measures decrease with the increasing level

of noise while the standard deviations remain very low, which
indicates that our method is stable in the presence of excessive
noise. Fig. 17 gives several examples of volumetric ‘4’ with different
levels of noise. It can be observed that high levels of noise (70% and
90%) cause severe topological defects of the target shape, while the
method proposed here can still achieve accurate results.

Fig. 17. Top row: the target ‘4’ contaminated by 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% level of noise from left to right (viewed from slice). Middle row: the target ‘4’ with noises viewed in
3-D. Bottom row: the registration results corresponding to the noise levels.

Fig. 18. (a) Overlapping of right lungs to be registered before registration. (b) Another view before registration. (c) Overlapping of right lungs after registration. (d) Another
view after registration.
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4.4. Examples of applications

4.4.1. Registration of reference and coarsely segmented lungs
Figs. 18 and 19 demonstrate the registrations of reference lungs

and coarsely segmented lungs. The coarsely segmented lungs are
obtained by thresholding HRCT (high resolution computed tomo-
graphy) scans and finding the largest 18-connected region. The
reference and the target lungs are from two patients. In respective
registrations of the left and the right lungs, the other irrelevant
half is masked out. As observed from Figs. 18 and 19, the method
proposed here is barely affected by non-trivial noises (main
airways outside and vessels inside).

4.4.2. Registration of a lung database
In this section, our method is applied to volumetric lungs in a

lung database. The lung database consists of respectively 35 left
and right lungs (70 lungs in total). This database covers a range of
disease states, including spanning healthy, healthy smoker, mild
COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and moderate
COPD.

Lungs in this database are manually segmented under expert
supervision to ensure acceptable qualities and they are all repre-
sented by 3-D binary arrays (discrete CFs). Furthermore, due to the
fact that the raw lung data are provided in various sizes, the
process of adjusting all of the cases ready to be registered includes

Fig. 19. (a) Overlapping of left lungs to be registered before registration. (b) Another view before registration. (c) Overlapping of left lungs after registration. (d) Another view
after registration.

Fig. 20. (a) Several examples of overlapped right lungs before registration (center-of-mass alignment) using case 1 as the target shape. (b) Overlapped right lungs after
registration. (c) Overlapped left lungs before registration (center-of-mass alignment). (d) Overlapped left lungs after registration.
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extension of 3-D arrays and alignment of these lungs using their
centers of mass.

The ‘leave-one-out’ scheme is employed here to perform the
test: each lung is regarded as target while the other 34 lungs are
reference shapes. There are 35 targets respectively for the group of
right lungs and left lungs. The total number of registrations is
therefore 2380. Several results of lung registration are visualized
and presented in Fig. 20

Figs. 21–23 demonstrate a global view of the database registra-
tion. We here use ΔER, ΔEO and ΔES, which are respectively the
difference of ER, EO and ES before and after registration using our
method. It could be observed from these error plots that the

majority of the almost all values of means are above zero, while
under certain conditions the algorithm did not deliver correct
results. The percentage of successful cases of registration is

Fig. 21. Difference of ER before and after registration for both left lungs (left) and right lungs (right).

Fig. 22. Difference of EO before and after registration for both left lungs (left) and right lungs (right).

Fig. 23. Difference of ES before and after registration for both left lungs (left) and right lungs (right).

Table 2
The percentage of successful cases of registration with respect to each similarity
measure for both left and right lungs.

ΔER(%) ΔEO(%) ΔES(%)

Left lungs 84.45 83.03 84.07
Right lungs 90.84 90.25 89.71
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presented in Table 2 with respect to each similarity measure for
both left and right lungs. It should be noted that we strictly
consider registrations with the difference of similarity measures
before and after registration above 0 as successful cases, while
failed cases have the differences very close to 0.

5. Conclusions and future works

This paper proposes a robust and fast registration technique of
two volumetric shapes represented by CFs. PCA is employed to
find principal axes associated with each shape. These principal
axes provide a rotation and translation invariant transformation
which largely facilitates the calculation of rotation parameters.
Geometric moments are first employed to estimate scale para-
meter. Rotation and translation parameters are then calculated by
maximizing the corresponding phase correlation terms, which
take the advantage of FFT and make the method proposed here
efficient.

We validate the method through three stages of the experi-
ment: primary tests that concern registration of topologically
different synthetic shapes, performance analyses that demonstrate
accuracy, efficiency and stability of the method, and applications
that show practical use of the method. Experimental results
suggest that our method is able to register shapes with various
topologies, robust to noise and initial poses, and efficient. How-
ever, a limitation of our work is that the ground truth of our lung
database is not available. Nevertheless, successful registrations can
be verified by examining ΔER, ΔEO and ΔES over the entire
database.

Regarding future directions, first, it is interesting to extend the
method to perform non-rigid registration. Second, the method is
to be incorporated into shape-based volumetric image segmenta-
tion which involves statistical modeling of training set and
iterative registration during the segmentation process. This will
allow us to have further understandings of the registration
method proposed here.
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Appendix A

Lemma. The optimal rotation parameter q!op calculated using
Eq. (16) is scale invariant.

Proof. Since sx¼ srx̂ , �X ðsxÞ (rescaled version of �X ðxÞ) could be
given in ΩS2 as �X ðsr; x̂Þ. Assuming that �r ¼ sr, the S2 map of

rescaled �X ðrÞ, denoted by ~X sðx̂Þ, satisfies:

~X sðx̂Þ ¼
Z R

0

�X ðsr; x̂Þr2 dr

¼
Z R

0

�X ð�r ; x̂Þ �r
2

s2
d
�r
s

¼ 1
s3

Z R

0

�X ð�r ; x̂Þ�r2 d�r

¼ 1
s3

~X ðx̂Þ ðA:1Þ

Let �X rs and �X ts be rescaled versions of �X r and �X t respectively
using sr and st, therefore, the equation below holds:

〈 ~X tsðx̂Þ; ~X rsðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉¼ 1
ðsrstÞ3

〈 ~X tðx̂Þ; ~X rðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉 ðA:2Þ

According to the above equation, rescaling of CFs causes the
correlation term in Eq. (16) to multiply a constant (1=ðsrstÞ3).
Therefore, q!op that maximizes 〈 ~X tðx̂Þ; ~X rðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉 also maximizes
〈 ~X tsðx̂Þ; ~X rsðRð q!Þx̂Þ〉. q!op calculated using Eq. (16) is thus scale
invariant. □

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in
the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2013.08.013.
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